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UTF-8 byte order mark

Doteasy web hosting
pseudo-404 HTML

Online.net web hosting
pseudo-404 HTML

The empty Ule

195,228 non–image files Each square represents a unique Ule. The size of each square indicates how often that Ule appeared relative to the others. Squares are to scale with the icons above.

799,924 image files

Icons of the Web
Scaled by number of sites

The top icons
The empty Ule
164,657 sites

Parallels Plesk Panel
38,784 sites

Joomla! content management system
29,061 sites

UTF-8 byte order mark (Demand Media domain parking)
25,815 sites

Parallels Plesk Panel
23,968 sites

Parallels Plesk Panel
16,759 sites

Blogger blog hosting
13,627 sites

Doteasy web hosting pseudo-404 HTML
8,995 sites

Parallels Plesk Panel
8,384 sites

DotNetNuke content management system
7,732 sites

BlueHost web hosting
6,448 sites

Yahoo! web hosting
5,289 sites

WordPress content management system
5,119 sites

Gravatar avatar service (WordPress)
5,070 sites

TypePad blog hosting
4,532 sites

Online.net web hosting pseudo-404 HTML
4,508 sites

Parked.com domain parking
3,808 sites

Drupal content management system
3,690 sites

Google Page Creator
3,114 sites

What you see is the result of a large-scale scan ofweb site
favorites icons (“favicons”) using the Nmap security scanner
and the Nmap Scripting Engine (NSE). The scan was done in
December 2009.

The sites scanned were the entire contents of the Open
Directory Project (dmoz.org), and the external links of the
English, German, French, and SpanishWikipedias, limited to
domain names only. For each domain name, www.domain
was also scanned if domain did not already begin with
“www.”. Omitting duplicates, there were 8,172,390 sites.

For each of these, an NSE script downloaded the
favicon, calculated its MD5 hash, and Unally counted the
number of domains under each hash. 995,152 unique icons
were retrieved; of those, 799,924 were loadable by
PerlMagick and the remaining 195,228 were considered
non–image Ules. The smallest icons are those that appeared
only once; they are scaled to 16E × E 16 pixels at 600 pixels per
inch, or about 0.68Emm on a side. Icons that appeared twice
have approximately twice the area, and so on.

Details ofthe scan:D The script Urst retrieved the root
document and searched for an element of the form
<link rel="icon" href=" . . . ">. If such an element was
present, the favicon was retrieved from the given URL. If
the element did not exist, or if the URL could not be
retrieved, the favicon was looked for at /favicon. ico . Up
to Uve redirects were followed for every document
retrieved. When redirects led to a diTerent site, only the
Unal redirected-to site was included in the count. After
redirects, only responses with an HTTP status code of 200
were counted. Files larger than 10 megabytes were
discarded. When multiple icons were present in a Ule, the
image with the greatest size and color depth was used.

Programming and design were done by David FiUeld.
Scanning was done by Brandon Enright. More information
on the scans, with data Ules and programs, is available at
http://nmap.org/favicon/. For more on Nmap see
http://nmap.org/.
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